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Ammonia is an important nutrient for the growth of plants. In industry, ammonia is produced by the energy expensive Haber-Bosch
process where dihydrogen and dinitrogen form ammonia at a very high pressure and temperature. In principle one could also reduce
dinitrogen upon addition of protons and electrons similar to the mechanism of ammonia production by nitrogenases. Recently, major
breakthroughs have taken place in our understanding of biological fixation of dinitrogen, of molecular model systems that can reduce
dinitrogen, and in the electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen at heterogeneous surfaces. Yet for efficient reduction of dinitrogen with
protons and electrons major hurdles still have to be overcome. In this tutorial review we give an overview of the different catalytic
systems, highlight the recent breakthroughs, pinpoint common grounds and discuss the bottlenecks and challenges in catalytic reduction
of dinitrogen.
Key learning points
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(1) Three different reaction mechanisms are described for nitrogen reduction: a dissociative, an alternating associative and a distal
associative pathway.
(2) The binding strength of nitrogen to the catalyst is of key importance for the selectivity for ammonia synthesis. As the nitrogen atoms
bind weaker to the metal, an increase in the activity for hydrogen evolution is observed.
(3) A higher binding strength of nitrogen to the catalyst comes at the expense of a higher overpotential requirement. An optimum
between the overpotential required and the selectivity must be found in order to energetically compete with the Haber-Bosch process.
(4) At this moment, the Haber-Bosch process is still the most efficient process available for the synthesis of ammonia.
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1. Introduction
Nitrogen is essential for life since it is part of important building
blocks such as amino acids and nucleotides.1 Even though
dinitrogen is very abundant in the earth’s atmosphere; it can only
be used for biosynthesis after it has been converted to ammonia.
In nature, this ability to fix ammonia is restricted to a small group
of dizotrophic microoganisms.2 Fixation of dinitrogen has been
shown to be a very difficult reaction, even though the conversion
of dinitrogen and dihydrogen is exothermic at standard
conditions. This is because the N≡N triple bond is very strong
and difficult to activate due to the absence of a permanent
dipole.3 Consequently, uncatalyzed reduction of dinitrogen is
difficult and even with the best catalysts known to date a
substantial energy input is required to activate dinitrogen. In the
Haber-Bosch synthesis of ammonia, heterogeneous iron or
ruthenium catalysts are used at temperatures from 300 to 500oC
in order to break the N≡N bond with sufficient rates and to
convert dinitrogen to ammonia in the presence of dihydrogen.4 At
such high temperatures the ammonia yield is very low due to the
unfavorable position of the equilibrium, which lies all the way
towards formation of N2 and H2. Hence, the Haber-Bosch
synthesis of ammonia is carried out at pressures of 200 – 300
atmospheres to shift the equilibrium towards production of
ammonia.4 Due to these reaction conditions the ammonia
synthesis requires an energy input of roughly 485 kJ/mol.5,6 Since
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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the Haber-Bosch synthesis of ammonia is carried out on a
tremendous scale, about 1.4 % of all energy consumed by
mankind is invested into this process alone.5 A less energy
consuming alternative would be highly desirable.
Nitrogen fixation in nature occurs through multiple proton and
electron transfer steps. High temperatures are not required for this
reaction, avoiding unfavorable equilibrium issues. Nevertheless,
also in nature a significant energy input is required, which is
delivered by ATP.2 Inspired by the natural process one could
envisage dinitrogen fixation to occur upon addition of protons
and electrons, whereby the thermodynamic driving force is
controlled by an electrochemical potential. In this case ammonia
production can take place at room temperature, where the
equilibrium between ammonia and dinitrogen is favorable. A few
attempts to produce ammonia via such an approach have been
described in the past, yet thus far have not been able to replace
the Haber-Bosch process. With increasing energy consumption
and carbon dioxide related global climate change in mind, in this
review catalytic dinitrogen fixation by transfer of protons and
electrons is evaluated as a potential alternative to the energy
intense Haber-Bosch reaction. To carefully address the major
bottlenecks in catalytic dinitrogen reduction upon addition of
protons and electrons, we will first highlight the N2 fixation
process by nitrogenases, molecular inorganic catalysts and at
heterogeneous surfaces. Based on this comparison we will
determine where major challenges lie and discuss whether
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electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen could be an alternative to
the Haber-Bosch reaction.

2. Dinitrogen reduction by nitrogenases
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In nature nitrogenases reduce dinitrogen to ammonia, which is
subsequently used in the synthesis of for example amino acids
and nucleotides.2 Reduction of dinitrogen at the more successful
nitrogenases occurs at a FeMo cofactor, which consists of two
fused iron-sulfur clusters, of which a molybdenum atom takes up
one of the apical positions (Figure 1).7 In the middle of both
clusters a light atom is located, which was recently revealed to be
a carbon atom.8, 9 The enzymatic reduction of dinitrogen by the
FeMo nitrogenase is not the most efficient reaction and requires
consumption of 16 equivalents of ATP per N2 molecule, even
though the synthesis of ammonia is an exothermic reaction (eq 1).
Per NH3 molecule, 8 ATP molecules are consumed, equivalent to
244 kJ/mol, making it more efficient than the Haber-Bosch
process.10
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N2 + 8 H+ + 8e– + 16 ATP  2 NH3 + H2 + 16 ADP + 16 Pi (1)
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For every molecule of dinitrogen that is reduced at least one
equivalent of dihydrogen is produced. This stoichiometry was
found at a partial dinitrogen pressure of 50 atmosphere,11 while at
ambient pressure substantially more dihydrogen is formed.2 This
implies that under these conditions additional equivalents of ATP
must be consumed to convert one molecule of dinitrogen to two
molecules of ammonia, increasing the energy consumption.12
Besides FeMo, also FeV and Fe-only nitrogenases exist. These
systems have been studied in much less detail and produce
substantially more dihydrogen compared to the parent FeMo
system.2 Why nitrogenases produce dihydrogen and how
dihydrogen and ammonia are formed simultaneously is a matter
of ongoing debate. Hydrogen is a weak inhibitor for catalytic
turnover of dinitrogen.13,14 Hydrogen production at FeMo
nitrogenase under a D2 atmosphere reveals formation of HD,
indicating that scrambling of H+ with D2 occurs.13, 14 Formation
of HD increases with increase of the partial dinitrogen pressure,
suggesting that hydrogen scrambling somehow must be
dependent on turnover of dinitrogen. This suggests that formation
of dihydrogen is not just a side reaction in the formation of
ammonia, but its formation must be an intrinsic phenomenon of
catalytic dinitrogen reduction in nitrogenases.
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Fig. 1 Structure of the FeMo cofactor of nitrogenase showing the iron
centers in metallic, the sulfur atoms in gold, the molybdenum center in
red and the central carbon atom in black. The postulated binding site of
dinitrogen is marked with an arrow. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS.8

Catalytic experiments with mutant strains point to one of the iron
atoms adjacent to molybdenum as a possible binding site for
dinitrogen, which is indicated in Figure 1 with an arrow. See
reference 15 for a more elaborate discussion on possible binding
sites of dinitrogen.
Based on the reaction stoichiometry, kinetic experiments,
trapping of catalytic intermediates to the cofactor and catalytic
reduction of intermediate hydrazine and diazene, a reaction
mechanism was proposed by Hoffman, Seefeldt and Dean.13, 15
Prior to coordination of dinitrogen, four protons and four
electrons are accumulated at the FeMo cofactor. In absence of N2,
two equivalents of H2 are formed and the enzyme falls back into
its resting state. In the presence of dinitrogen, reductive
elimination of H2 must occur prior to coordination of N2. From
the adsorption of N2, two different pathways wherein further
reduction of dinitrogen can occur are described, i.e. the distal (D)
and alternating (A) pathway displayed in Figure 2. In the distal
pathway, the remote nitrogen atom is hydrogenated first and
released as NH3. Only once the first equivalent of ammonia is
released, protons add to the remaining nitrido species to produce
the second molecule of ammonia and thereby close the catalytic
cycle.
D
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Fig. 2 Proposed mechanism of reduction of dinitrogen at FeMo
nitrogenase.
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In the alternating pathway, both N-atoms are hydrogenated
simultaneously, and release of ammonia proceeds after addition
of five and six protons to the dinitrogen fragment. Diazene and
hydrazine were shown to be excellent substrates for the
production of ammonia, and suggest that the diazene, hydrazido
and hydrazine intermediates must be accessible.13 This alone does
not prove that formation of ammonia occurs via the alternating
pathway, as shunts from these diazene and hydrazine
intermediates to intermediates that lie on the distal route may be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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possible. FeV nitrogenases, which are believed to operate via the
same mechanism as FeMo nitrogenases, produce traces of
hydrazine and most likely operate via an alternating associative
pathway.16
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3. Molecular catalysts for the reduction of
dinitrogen
So far the most successful artificial and molecular systems for the
reduction of dinitrogen are molybdenum based. Already in the
seventies, Chatt proposed a catalytic mechanism for dinitrogen
reduction at molybdenum phosphine complexes.17 Although the
proposed mechanism was based on several isolated molybdenum
complexes with partly reduced dinitrogen intermediates
coordinated, no catalytic turnover was obtained for this system.
Catalytic reduction of dinitrogen was achieved by Yandulov and
Schrock using a steric crowded trisamidoamine ligand for
coordination to molybdenum in combination with bulky
pyridinium salts as a proton source. Decamethylchromocene was
used as a sacrificial reducing agent.18 A yield of 67% in ammonia
was obtained which is higher than that of the natural system
under ambient conditions.2 The Schrock system is remarkable, as
most species of the proposed catalytic cycle have been isolated
and were thoroughly characterized, while attempts to isolate the
remaining transient species resulted in disproportionation
reactions leading to other intermediates of the calytic cycle and
formation of ammonia.19, 20 As a result a very clear picture has
emerged on how catalytic reduction of dinitrogen occurs at these
trisamidoamine molybdenum systems.21 Dinitrogen coordinates
in an end-on fashion to molybdenum and reduction to ammonia
occurs via a distal associative mechanism, wherein the catalytic
intermediates are sequentially protonated and reduced as
displayed in Figure 3. The addition of the first proton and
equivalent of reducing agent to the dinitrogen complex is an
exception. Protonation of this species with pyridinium salts is
difficult, whereas reduction of the molybdenum dinitrogen
intermediate occurs at –1.81 V versus the ferrocene/ferrocenium
redox
couple.
Since
the
redox
potential
of
decamethylchromocene is –1.47 V, it is believed that the first
reduction step proceeds via a proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET) mechanism.22 The resulting MoNNH species is the most
sensitive of the entire reaction mechanism, and in absence of
sufficient steric bulk rapidly produces H2 via a β-elimination
reaction of hydrogen.23 This leads to fast formation of dihydrogen
and regeneration of the initial dinitrogen complex. Apparently,
dihydrogen formation is not simply a side reaction of nitrogen
fixation, but may also occur intrinsically upon decomposition of
partly reduced intermediates of the catalytic cycle. Displacement
of ammonia for dinitrogen is the rate determining step of the
catalytic reaction.17, 18

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Fig. 3 Structure and catalytic cycle for trisamidoamine molybdenum
catalysts with hexaisopropylterphenyl (HIPT) substituents.18
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Similar to the natural system, hydrogen is an inhibitor for
catalytic activity as it coordinates stronger to molybdenum than
dinitrogen and ammonia.24 Formation of dihydrogen can be
largely prevented by dropwise addition of the reducing agent, in
combination with a poorly soluble acid.18 Using the same strategy
Nishibayashi managed to significantly increase the number of
turnovers per equivalent of molybdenum to 12 using a PNP
pincer ligand (Figure 4).25 Based on the reducing agents and acids
used one can determine that the amount of energy that is required
to reduce one equivalent of dinitrogen to two equivalents of
ammonia.26 The numbers for the Schrock system (580 kJ/mol
calculated from a 65% efficiency) and the Nishibayashi system
(700 kJ/mol at 50% efficiency) are higher, but in the same
ballpark as the required energy input in case of the Haber-Bosch
reaction.
Since the binding site for dinitrogen at FeMo nitrogenases may be
iron based and is certainly iron based at Fe-only nitrogenases,
several iron complexes have been studied for catalytic reduction
of dinitrogen. One of the most notable systems was reported by
Peters et al, using tetradentate trisphosphinosilyl ligands to
stabilize the iron center (Figure 4).27 Several iron complexes
bearing partly reduced dinitrogen intermediates such as Fe–N2,
Fe–NH2NH2, (Fe–NH2NHPh)+, Fe–NH2NHPh, Fe–NNSiMe3 and
Fe–NH3 were fully characterized, and suggest that catalytic
reduction of dinitrogen at this Fe species may be possible via an
associative pathway. Treatment of the iron complex with a very
strong reducing agent (potassium graphite) and a very strong acid
([H(OEt2)2][(3,5-(CF3)2C6H3)4B]) results in catalytic formation of
ammonia.28
For comprehensive reviews on complexes related to the reduction
of dinitrogen the reader is referred to several excellent reviews
that appeared recently.29-31
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have an equilibrium potential of -0.148 V (i.e. the overall
equilibrium potential), or, in the case on non-electrochemical
steps, zero reaction free energy. Since on the reversible hydrogen
scale, ∆G(H++e-) = 0.148 eV at E=-0.148 V, reactions 7 and 8
can simultaneously have an equilibrium potential of E=-0.148 V
only if they satisfy the following relation:
∆G(N2H*) - ∆G(NH2*) = 0.444 eV

Fig. 4 Structure of the molybdenum catalysts by Nishibayashi et al. (left)
and the iron catalyst of Peters and coworkers (right).
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4. Electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen
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4.1 Thermodynamics of electrochemical dinitrogen reduction
Some of the fundamental bottlenecks in the electrochemical
reduction of dinitrogen by PCET can be understood on the basis
of the thermodynamic constraints imposed by the intermediates
of the reaction. Some of these intermediates feature in the
mechanisms discussed in the preceding section. The overall
reaction under consideration is:
+
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(10)

-

N2 + 6 H + 6 e  2 NH3 (g)
E0 = -0.148 V vs. RHE

(2)

where we have chosen the equilibrium potential corresponding to
alkaline media, and employ the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) as reference.
The equilibrium potentials of two important intermediates,
hydrazine (N2H4) and diazene (N2H2) are also known:32, 33
N2 + 4 H+ + 4 e-  N2H4 (g)
E0 = -0.33 V vs. RHE

(3)

N2 + 2 H+ + 2 e-  N2H2 (g)
E0 = -1.10 V vs. RHE

(4)

These negative equilibrium potentials, especially that of diazene,
illustrate the thermodynamic difficulty of hydrogenating N2. The
equilibrium potentials of the very first electron transfer have also
been estimated:32, 33
N2 + H+ + e-  N2H (g)
E0 ≈ -3.2 V vs. RHE
N2 + e-  N2- (aq)
E0 ≈ -4.16 V vs. NHE or
E0 ≈ -3.37 V vs. RHE at pH=14
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(5)
95

(6)

A likely first step in the mechanism of dinitrogen reduction by
PCET is the formation of a catalyst-bound N2H* species. A likely
last step in the mechanism is the desorption of the NH2* species:
N2 + H+ + e-  N2H*

(7)

NH2*+ H+ + e-  NH3 (g)

(8)

The perfect catalyst for reaction 2 consists of redox steps that all
4 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00

If we assume that N2H- and NH2- have comparable solvation
energies, and we make use of the fact that the pKas of N2H2 and
NH3 have been estimated to be very similar,32 we have:
∆G(N2H*) - ∆G(NH2*) ≈ ∆G(N2H2) - ∆G(NH3)

40
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From reaction 5 and its corresponding equilibrium potential, it
follows that N2H* needs to bind very strongly for reaction 7 to
have to the optimal equilibrium potential. Unfortunately, the
binding energies of NH2 and N2H are not independent, and as a
result a strong binding of N2H will likely lead to a severe
overbinding of NH2, and a corresponding very negative
equilibrium potential for reaction 8. This energetic scaling
relation between NH2* and N2H* can be estimated as follows.
Both NH2 and N2H will likely bind to the catalyst through the
(free) N. Since both species miss a single electron to be in their
nearest stable state, we may estimate that:
∆G(N2H*) - ∆G(NH2*) ≈ ∆G(N2H-) - ∆G(NH2-)
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This energy difference can be estimated from the equilibrium
potentials of reactions 2 and 4 to be ca. 1.98 eV, significantly
different from the “ideal” value of 0.444 eV. Below we will see
that this simple estimate of 1.98 eV is quite close to the energy
difference computed from first-principles DFT calculations.
Because it takes four electrons and protons to convert N2H to
NH2, we can estimate a minimum overpotential of (1.98 eV –
0.444 eV)/4e0 = ca. 0.4 V. This number comes with a significant
uncertainty of at least 0.1 eV due to the various assumptions, but
the key point to recognize is that there is a minimum
overpotential due to the unfavorable “universal” energetic scaling
between intermediates of the reaction, such that the overall
thermodynamics of reaction 2 cannot be matched at every stage
of the reaction. Very similar conclusions have been reached for
the electrocatalytic oxygen reduction,34, 35 where the unfavorable
scaling between the OOH and OH intermediates limits the
reversibility of even the most optimal catalyst. A reasonable
value for this energetic scaling value can be estimated following
the reasoning given above (see also36, 37), provided the
intermediates bind to the catalyst in the same way.
An alternative pathway would avoid the formation of the N2H*
intermediate through the concerted PCET reaction 7. Note that at
sufficiently high pH, reaction 6 may potentially compete with
reaction 7, especially if there is a weak binding of N2H* and a
stabilizing interaction of the catalyst with the N2- intermediate. A
similar observation has been made for the oxygen reduction
reaction,36 where on weakly oxygen binding catalysts (such as
gold, carbon and mercury) in alkaline media, the first electron
transfer yields a O2-(aq) intermediate. However, for the oxygen
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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reduction reaction, such a pathway is thermodynamically much
more favorable than for the dinitrogen reduction reaction.
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4.2. Theory and mechanism of electrochemical dinitrogen
reduction
The detailed energetics of the various pathways and mechanisms
of the (electro-)catalytic dinitrogen reduction can be mapped out
by employing first-principles density functional theory (DFT)
calculations.
There are several pathways possible wherein dinitrogen is
electrochemically reduced to ammonia at a heterogeneous
surface. In an associative mechanism, the N–N bond is cleaved
simultaneously with the release of the first molecule of ammonia,
whereas in the dissociative mechanism, the N≡N bond is broken
before any addition of hydrogen occurs. Both the distal and the
alternating pathways described in Figure 2 are variations of an
associative pathway. Reduction of dinitrogen by the Haber-Bosch
reaction is generally believed to follow a dissociative pathway.
Ru is the most active catalyst for N2 activation. Cleavage of the
N≡N bond is more facile at a step in the Ru surface than at a flat
Ru(0001) surface. Energy barriers (Eb) for adsorption have been
determined both by experiment and DFT calculations. For a
Ru(0001) surface, Eb lies between 170 and 280 kJ mol-1,
depending on N surface coverage. 38 At stepped Ru surfaces, the
energy barrier for dissociative adsorption is in the order of 60 kJ
mol-1.39 Although cleavage of the N≡N bond is not a facile
reaction, the rate determining step under these conditions most
likely is the reduction of *NH to *NH2. An associative
mechanism is less favorable at these surfaces, as the addition of
the first absorbed hydrogen atom (*H) to *N2 to produce *NNH
is difficult.
NH3
H2
*NH
N2

*N

H

*NH2
H
H

*NH3
H H H

N

N

N

N

*NNH

H2
N2

35

*N2

H

N

N
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N

Fig. 5 Reduction of dinitrogen in the Haber-Bosch reaction occurs via an
dissociative mechanism (top), whereas a dissociative mechanism is less
favorite since addition of the first hydrogen atom is difficult.
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Fig. 6 Reduction of dinitrogen via a dissociative mechanism (top) and
associative mechanisms whereby addition of protons occurs via an
alternating pathway (middle) and a distal pathway (bottom), upon
addition of protons and electrons at a heterogeneous surface.

The dissociative pathway for the electrochemical reduction of
dinitrogen at a stepped Ru surface was calculated following the
same reaction sequence as shown in Figure 5. Except for the
desorption of ammonia, all steps are downhill in energy at
externally applied potentials below –0.16 V. The potential
determining step, i.e. the least exergonic elementary step
involving transfer of an electron, is the addition of a proton and
an electron to *NH2 to form *NH3. Above a potential of –0.16 V,
this elementary step becomes an uphill reaction and adds to the
overall barrier that is necessary to desorb ammonia from the
catalytic surface.
For the electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen at a Ru(0001)
surface also associative pathways were considered.40 The
potential below which all redox reactions become exergonic is –
1.08 V on a flat Ru(0001) surface and –0.43 V on a stepped
surface. In both cases the distal pathway is preferred over the
alternating pathway as the intermediates *NNH2 and *N + NH3
are lower in energy than *NHNH and *NHNH2.40 On the flat
surface, the addition of the first proton and electron to *N2 to
form the *NNH species is the most difficult step. On a stepped
surface formation of the *NNH intermediate is substantially more
favorable. This can be explained by stabilization of the *NNH
species by formation of a bond between the distal nitrogen and
the terrace as illustrated in Figure 7. Due to stabilization of the
*NNH species, further reduction of *NNH to *NNH2 is more
cumbersome and hence formation of this latter species is the
potential determining step at a stepped Ru surface. In summary,
the dissociative mechanism for the reduction of dinitrogen at
stepped Ru surface requires the least external driving force.
However, since cleavage of the N≡N bond on the surface
proceeds over a large activation barrier, this pathway can only
produce substantial amounts of ammonia at elevated
temperatures. The distal associative pathway becomes available
at more negative potentials. In this pathway desorption of
ammonia is most likely the rate limiting factor and catalysis may
proceed at a lower temperature.
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agreement with the estimate in section 4.1. The energetic scaling
between intermediates is the reason for this overpotential.

Fig.7 Coordination mode of *NNH (a and b) and *NNH2 to a step on a
Ru(0001) surface. In case of *NNH configuration a is more stable than
configuration b. Reproduced from Ref.. 40 with permission from the
PCCP Owner Societies.

The preferred mechanism by which catalysis can take place varies
with the choice of metal. Nørskov and coworkers compared the
catalytic properties of a series of metal surfaces in a volcano plot
(Figure 8). Herein the minimum potential that is required to
undergo the most difficult step in the catalytic cycle is depicted
for a series of metals. For such volcano plots the energy of every
intermediate is calculated and the –∆G of the potential
determining step is plotted versus the nitrogen binding energy.
Using a single “descriptor” is possible because the binding
energies of NHx and N2Hx scale in a linear fashion with the
binding energy of N. By determining the scaling relationships
between either NHx or N2Hx and N, the overpotential requirement
of different metals with different potential determining steps are
obtained. At high binding energies of N*, the dissociative
mechanism at flat surfaces is favored. The potential determining
step is the addition of the second proton-electron couple, from
NH* to NH2*. At stepped surfaces and intermediate N* binding
energy, the dissociative mechanism on stepped Rh surfaces is
most efficient. The potential determing step is the final PCET and
the release of the ammonia. At slightly weaker binding energies
of N*, the dissociative mechanism on flat surfaces is still
prevailing, but the dissociation of dinitrogen is potential
determining. At weak binding energies, the associative
mechanism becomes favourable. The potential determining step
is the addition of the first proton to the dinitrogen on both flat and
stepped surfaces. Slightly lower potentials are required for flat
ruthenium and rhodium surfaces compared to stepped surfaces,
yet cleavage of the N–N bond on a flat surface proceeds over a
huge kinetic barrier and therefore is not expected to occur at mild
temperatures. In a similar fashion the volcano plots for the
reduction of dinitrogen for an associative mechanism were
calculated for flat and stepped surfaces (Figure 8).40 On flat
surfaces and low binding energies for N* the associative pathway
is limited by addition of the first proton and electron to free
dinitrogen. In case of the earlier transition metals, addition of
dinitrogen and its protonation become more facile and the redox
potential is limited by reduction of *NH to *NH2 and *NH2 to
NH3. Molybdenum appears to be the most optimal catalyst for
this pathway and is predicted to require only a slightly negative
potential for all elementary steps to become feasible. At a stepped
surface formation and desorption of ammonia is a problem and
for this type of surface ruthenium appears to be the most optimal
catalyst. However a larger overpotential is required compared to a
flat molybdenum surface.40 It is important to note that these
volcano plots only consider the relative energies of the catalytic
intermediates and not the kinetic barriers between them.
Note from Figure 8 that there is no catalyst with zero
overpotential. The lowest overpotential is ca.0.4 V in very good

6 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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Fig.8 Volcano plot of electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen via a
dissociative mechanism on a flat surface (black solid line), associative
mechanism on a flat surface (black dotted line), dissociative mechanism
on a stepped surface (red solid line) and associative mechanism on a
stepped surface (red dotted line) for a selected series of metals. The
diagram gives the minimum potential that needs to be applied to
overcome the most difficult redox reaction of the sequence of reaction
steps in the catalytic mechanism (y-axis) for a series of metals that are
plotted as a function of nitrogen absorption strength (x-axis). The redox
potential limiting step in the catalytic cycle for every metal that was
calculated is highlighted by circles. In the grey area adsorption of *H is
favored over *N and selectivity problems due to formation of H2 besides
formation of NH3 formation can be expected. Reproduced from Ref. 40
with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.

4.3. Catalytic Systems

75

In order quantify the efficiency of electrochemical systems, the
electric energy input to make one mole of NH3 must be
calculated. This quantity can be calculated using equation 12, in
which E is the consumption of electrical energy for the reaction
in kJ mol–1, j is the current density in mA cm–2, U is the total cell
potential in V and rNH is the production rate of ammonia in mol
3
s–1 cm–2.
E=
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j ×U
rNH 3 × 106

(12)

Few electrochemical systems that produce convincing amounts of
ammonia have been reported. Based on the DFT calculations
described above, Ru should be the best catalyst for the reduction
of N2 to ammonia. In 2000, Kordali et al. reported a Ru cathode
on a carbon felt in a three electrode setup at low temperature and
atmospheric pressure.41 At a cathode potential of 0.06 V vs. RHE,
ammonia production started. Since the equilibrium potential
under the conditions used was just 0.14 V, a small overpotential
of 0.08 V is required to start the reaction. The maximum rate of
the reaction is 2.0 × 10-11 mol s-1 cm-2 at 0.00 V and 90 °C. The
highest current efficiency was achieved at 0.06 V and 90 °C and
was calculated to be 0.92%. The limiting factors are the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) and low ammonia production rate.
In 2013, Lan et al.42 described a catalytic system with both a Pt
cathode and anode, in combination with a Nafion 211 membrane.
At a total cell potential of 0.2 V and using air as a feedstock, a
maximum production rate of 3.5 × 109 mol s–1 cm–2 was obtained.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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The faradaic efficiency of this system is 0.7%, which decreases
when the potential is further increased. Most likely, the evolution
of hydrogen and reduction of oxygen are competing side
reactions that limit the efficiency of the ammonia synthesis.
Using dinitrogen as a feedstock instead of air results in an
increase of the faradaic efficiency to 2%, confirming that the
presence of oxygen is a problem. The total energy consumption
of the ammonia synthesis from dihydrogen and air is 8.3 × 103 kJ
mol–1 for the experiment at 0.2 V.
The results for both the Ru and Pt electrocatalysts are in
disagreement with the theoretical evaluation for an associative
mechanism as described in section 4.1 and 4.2, in which the
minimal overpotential is estimated to be ca. 400 mV. Such
overpotentials are generally observed for other multiple PCET
reactions such as oxygen reduction.43, 44 The observation of
ammonia production at such low overpotentials or low cell
potentials is highly unexpected. Moreover, note that the analysis
in Figure 8 predicts Ru and Pt to be better H2 evolution catalysts
than N2 reduction catalysts. Catalytic reduction of dinitrogen via
a dissociative mechanism is not likely either, as this reaction must
proceed via a large barrier due to cleavage of the N≡N bond.
Cleavage of the N≡N bond may be feasible at elevated
temperatures. The first report of electrochemical ammonia
synthesis under an atmospheric pressure of dihydrogen and
dinitrogen at elevated temperature was described by Marnellos
and Stoukides in 1998.45 In the solid state electrochemical cell
two palladium electrodes are separated by the proton conducting
electrolyte SrCe0.95Yb0.05O3 (SCY). The authors report that at
least 78% of the dihydrogen supplied was transformed into
ammonia. At ambient pressure, the electrochemical cell was
reported to produce more than three orders of magnitude higher
ammonia concentrations at 570oC than the conventional HaberBosch cell. Since for this system no potentials were reported, the
total energy consumption could not be determined.
N2 + 6 H+ + 6 e–

→ 2 NH3

→ 2 N3–

2 N3– + 3 H2O
2 O2–
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(13)

H2 → 2 H+ + 2 e–
(14)
Amar et al. used the rather complex perovskite
La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Cu0.2O3-δ as a cathode.46 At 0.8 V total cell
potential, a maximum production rate in ammonia of 5.39 × 10–9
mol s–1 cm–2 was obtained at 450 oC. At higher temperatures the
rates drop as a result of an increased decomposition rate of
ammonia or an increased production rate of dihydrogen at these
elevated temperatures. Since the current increased with increasing
potential, it seems likely that hydrogen production is the rate
limiting factor. Under optimal conditions a steady state current of
52 mA cm–2 and a Faradaic efficiency of 1% was observed. With
equation 12, one can calculate that an energy input of 7.7 × 103 kJ
mol–1 is required for the synthesis of ammonia via this procedure.
In 2005, Murakami and coworkers reported the electrochemical
synthesis of ammonia from water and dinitrogen at high
temperature in molten salts at atmospheric pressure.47 The
experimental setup and reactions involved significantly differ
from the processes described above. At the cathode, dinitrogen is
transformed to nitrido ions (eq 15). In the molten electrolyte the
nitrido ions react with water, producing ammonia and oxide ions
(eq 16). The oxide is subsequently oxidized at the anode (eq. 17).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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(15)

→ 2 NH3 + 3 O2–

→ O2 + 4 e–

(16)
(17)

Thus the formation of ammonia in this system occurs in the
molten electrolyte salt rather than at one of the electrodes. The
authors report that roughly 90% of water was converted in a
productive reaction to ammonia with a faradaic efficiency of
23%. Major bottlenecks that limit the faradaic efficiency are
regeneration of dinitrogen from two equivalents of nitrido ions at
the anode, and formation of hydroxide from oxide ions and water.
The system is less efficient than the Haber-Bosch process with an
electrical energy consumption of 3.1 × 103 kJ mol–1.
Recently, the photoelectrochemical synthesis of ammonia under
ambient pressure and temperature by diamond was reported.48
Upon irradiation of diamond with UV, high energy solvated
electrons are liberated from the diamond to the electrolyte, where
protons are reduced to hydrogen radicals. These are proposed to
react with dinitrogen to form diazenyl radicals, which eventually
leads to formation of ammonia. Absorption of dinitrogen to the
surface is not necessary and consequently there is no competition
with adsorption of hydrogen at the surface. This may lead to an
improved selectivity. However, faradaic efficiencies were not
reported.

5. Can electrochemical reduction of dinitrogen be
an alternative to the Haber-Bosch reaction?
Dissociative, distal associative and alternating associative
mechanisms have been proposed for several nitrogen fixation
systems. Only in few cases direct experimental evidence is
available that shows which mechanism prevails. Catalytic
reduction of dinitrogen in case of the Schrock catalyst occurs via
a distal associative mechanism. Also in case of nitrogenases, it
seems very likely that an associative pathway is followed. This
does not imply that in case of molecular systems a dissociative
pathway is not possible. Cummins and coworkers reported a
molybdenum trisamido system that is remarkably similar to the
Schrock catalyst, and allows for direct cleavage of the N≡N bond
in a bimolecular fashion, which leads to formation of two
molybdenum nitride species.49 However, production of ammonia
was not reported for these species. In contrast to the molecular
systems, our understanding of the dinitrogen reduction process on
heterogeneous surfaces relies fully on theoretical calculations, as
experimental evidence is unavailable. These calculations suggest
that in case of a dissociative mechanism on a stepped surface,
rhodium and ruthenium are the best candidates, whereas on a flat
surface the barriers for N≡N bond cleavage are very high.
Ruthenium and rhodium also perform well on stepped surfaces
via an associative pathway. Flat surfaces of molybdenum and
tungsten would appear ideal for nitrogen fixation via an
associative pathway. Unfortunately, our understanding of
electrochemical nitrogen reduction on heterogeneous surfaces is
very limited. More experimental evidence, especially at low
temperature, is needed to improve our understanding of the
reaction. Suppression of the HER is one of the major challenges
that must be overcome.
Simultaneous formation of dihydrogen is indeed a major concern,
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and even the natural systems show poor selectivities.11 Especially
in case of FeV and Fe only nitrogenases large amounts of
hydrogen are produced. Typically enzymatic reactions are
selective, illustrating that this selectivity issue is a difficult
problem. It is therefore quite remarkable that the single site
catalysts described by Schrock, Nishibayashi and Peters produce
relatively little hydrogen.18, 25, 28
Selectivity is a much larger issue on heterogeneous surfaces.
Especially in case of late transition metal surfaces, formation of
dihydrogen upon reduction of protons is a facile reaction that
requires very little overpotential. To prevent this, a metal is
required that has a much stronger *N binding energy compared to
the *H binding energy. This requires deviation of the optimal
catalyst according the volcano plots and significant larger
potentials may be required to produce sufficient amounts of
ammonia. Elevated temperatures must be prevented as these are
likely to result in decomposition of ammonia to regenerate
dihydrogen. Dissociative mechanisms proceed via high barriers to
achieve N≡N bond cleavage and therefore may not be the most
suitable pathway.
Formation of dihydrogen does not only occur as an independent
side reaction, but may also compete with reduction of dinitrogen
via decomposition of partly reduced intermediates. Controlling
the surface coverage of *H and *N alone may not be sufficient to
win the selectivity battle. In the biological systems, for example,
formation of dihydrogen seems to be obligatory to produce
ammonia.15, 50 In case of the Schrock system it was established
that the Mo–NNH species is unstable and unless β-elimination is
sterically prohibited, dihydrogen is produced in a fast reaction
wherein the Mo–N2 species is regenerated.23
Despite the large energy consumption that is used for the HaberBosch reaction, the process is quite efficient in ammonia
production in terms of energy usage. Nitrogenases consume half
the energy of the Haber-Bosch process in ATP, whereas artificial
systems consume substantially more energy. Note that the
numbers for the Haber-Bosch reaction were calculated for the
entire reaction process, including production of hydrogen and
pressurizing the gasses.
Molecular dinitrogen reduction catalysts are very valuable for
understanding the catalytic processes that underlie catalytic
reduction of dinitrogen. Yet due to their poor stability and low
reaction rates so far molecular catalysts are of little use in large
scale dinitrogen conversion processes. Likewise dizotrophic
microoganisms that can fixate dinitrogen using nitrogenases
consume large amounts of energy for e.g. growth and
maintenance. Also electrochemical alternatives require a
substantially larger energy input compared to the Haber-Bosch
reaction. This is mainly caused by poor faradaic efficiencies,
resulting in energy loss due to formation of dihydrogen. It is not
unlikely that progress can be made in this area by surpressing
hydrogen formation and minimizing the required potential.
Taking the volcano plots in Figure 7 into consideration, one can
calculate that a substantial amount of energy will be required to
produce ammonia electrochemically (eq 18), even if 100%
Faradaic efficiencies are obtained. The volcano plot in Figure 7
shows that no catalytic activity is expected above –0.5 V for the
metal surfaces considered. This already equals an energy input of
288 kJ/mol and thus leaves very little room to spare.
8 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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Electrochemical production of ammonia without consumption of
large amounts of energy is extremely challenging and requires
development of new catalytic systems. Recently, major hurdles
have been taken in 1) our understanding of the nitrogen fixation
process by nature, 2) how to reduce dinitrogen at molecular
inorganic systems and 3) electrochemical dinitrogen reduction at
heterogeneous surfaces. Yet, a much better fundamental
understanding of reduction of N2 upon addition of protons and
electrons is necessary to make the next steps towards efficient
electrocatalytic reduction of dinitrogen. New catalysts, which
have a preference of *N over *H and at which all catalytic steps
are feasible at mild potentials, must be found. So far experimental
and theoretical screening of catalysts has been limited to few
materials only. For now it seems that the Haber-Bosch reaction
will remain the dominating means of industrial ammonia
production for quite some time…
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Graphical abstract:

Catalytic reduction of dinitrogen with protons and electrons is a very challenging
alternative to the energy expensive Haber-Bosch reaction
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